Who do you think belongs on the list?

Submit your nominations now at www.emtech.sg/tr35/nominate

Mark Zuckerberg, JB Straubel and Sergey Brin have all been MIT Technology Review's Innovators Under 35. Recognize the next wave of young innovators from Asia.

Simply submit online the following information of the young innovator you are nominating*.

Submit:
1. Current professional CV (no more than two pages).
2. One-page brief summary of the technical work you believe the nominee deserves recognition for, including an explanation of its impact, both within the nominee’s field and in the wider world.
3. Contact information for three references willing to write a letter of recommendation for the nominee.

*Self-nomination is allowed.

Selection Criteria:
1. Nominees must be 35 or under as of 1 October 2016. They must be citizens (or work in) one of the following countries: Singapore, Malaysia, Brunei, Indonesia, Thailand, Philippines, Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia, Myanmar, Taiwan, Australia, New Zealand.
2. Creativity, ingenuity and impact of the nominee’s work to society and the world in the years to come.
3. Nominees with groundbreaking work in one of the following categories:
   - Biomedicine
   - Computing
   - Communication
   - Energy
   - Materials
   - Web & Internet
   - Transportation

The 10 selected innovators will be celebrated at EmTech Asia on 26-27 January 2016, gaining unparalleled media coverage and access to an audience of accomplished innovators and investors.

They automatically become candidates for the global TR35 list celebrated in the fall of 2016 at the MIT Media Lab in Boston, USA. MIT Technology Review also showcases the global TR35 list in the September/October issue and online at www.technologyreview.com/lists

More information on the nomination, judging and selection process can be found at www.emtech.sg/tr35/nominate/faq

Questions?
Email emtech@koelnmesse.com.sg or call +65 6500 6719.